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Testing Best Practices 

Test Case Creation 
Once requirements have been created and approved, while coding is in process, it is time to create test 

cases.   The idea is to have a complete list of test cases completed before coding is complete, that way 

you do not waste time during the QA process. 

Use the Test Type field (choice list) to identify the type of test: 

 Negative 

 Positive 

 Regression 

 Smoke Test 

Release Preparation / Regression Test Cases 
Each new release has the potential to break existing features of your software.  It is a great idea to have 

a list of regression test cases that are run to ensure that all the existing features work as originally 

designed.  

Prior to the testing process for the release, the existing test cases should be updated to ensure a high 

quality test process for the release. Below are the items that should be done in preparation for testing 

the release: 

 Clear the Smoke Test flag for all existing test cases, as we should be designing new smoke test 
cases for this release.  Do a fast edit to change the value to No. 

 Review all the regression test cases (have a Test Type of Regression Test Cases).  If there are 
any that are no longer applicable to the regression test case set, change the Status to Outdated. 

 Review all the regression test cases (have a Test Type of Regression Test Cases).  If there are 
any that are missing (maybe we added some major functionality in the prior release that is not 
included in the regression set), add the test cases to the regression set. 

 

Smoke Tests 
If you want to ensure that your testing process will be fruitful, it is common practice to create smoke 

tests.  Smoke tests are simply a list of about 20 to 30 test cases that address the major areas being 

tested.  For example, if you are creating a new Project Management system, a smoke test will include 

basic test cases to ensure that you can create a new project plan, add tasks to a project plan, rename a 

project plan, make changes to a project plan, and delete a project plan.  So these are not “over the top” 

test cases that really tax the functionality, it is simply tests that should work because they are very 

basic. 
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If the Smoke Tests fail, it may be that the QA process should stop and wait until those are fixed, or it 

may be that testing can progress with requirements that did not fail the test case (as to not impede 

progress).  The idea is that if the requirement cannot pass the basic tests, it is not ready for a vigorous 

QA testing process, so all smoke tests for a specific requirement must pass before the QA team spends 

valuable time testing it. 

When creating the smoke test, use these guidelines: 

 Create a Test Set for the Smoke Tests 

 Assign the smoke test cases to the person merging the code. 
 

Review the smoke test set as a team, here are the key things you are looking for: 

 Is every Requirement for the release covered by at least one smoke test item? 

 Are the smoke test items clear enough to run? 

 Are there any missing smoke test cases to ensure a good start of testing? 

 Are there any smoke test items that are too in-depth and should not really be a smoke test 
(should be a standard test case)? 

 Do we have a manageable set of smoke test cases (20 to 30 test cases)? 

Positive Testing 
Positive testing is testing the software in the exact way it was designed.  To create these test cases, you 

will want to follow the requirements document to ensure that all features of the software are tested.   

In positive testing, you are not trying to “trick” the system; you are simply testing all the features per 

the design. 

Negative Testing 
Negative testing is used to try to break the software in ways that a typical user might, by entering 

erroneous data.   Here are some examples of negative testing: 

 Date formats – Try entering invalid dates (like 02/30/2006).  Try entering alphabetic dates 
(like Jan 1,2006), try entering in totally bogus information (xxxxxxx). 

 Numeric formats – If you know a field must allow only numeric entry, try entering character 
data (abcdefg).  Try entering commas, decimals, hyphens, dollar signs. 

 Field Sizes – If you know the size of a field (let’s say up to 20 characters), try entering a large 
amount of data (like 100 X’s), it should handle that gracefully.  Many times this will cause a 
crash.   I like to go to every field and just enter tons of xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and see what 
happens. 

Relational Testing 
Relational testing is where you try to break the software in a relational way.  Here are some examples: 

 Duplicate records – Try to create duplicate records.  For example, if we are testing the 
setting up of a Project Plan; create a new project plan by the name of Widgets 1.0.  Then 
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add another project plan by the same name.   That may be a business flaw; maybe you 
should never have 2 project plans by the same name.  This is going to be dependent on your 
actual requirements, but should always be considered. 

 Renaming items to cause Duplicate records – In the prior example, we tried creating 2 
project plans with a name of Widgets 1.0.  In this case, we will create a project plan named 
Widgets 1.0 and another named Widgets 1.1.  Then try to rename the Widgets 1.1 to 
Widgets 1.0, it should recognize that this creates a duplicate. 

 Deleting records should delete dependent records – If you delete data that has dependent 
records, it should delete both the parent and the child records.  For example, if you delete a 
Project Plan that has 100 tasks, it should delete all 100 tasks, and the Project Plan itself. 

 Deleting records with dependencies – In other scenarios, you may want to prevent a 
person from deleting a parent item if it has child records.  For example, let’s assume you 
have a test case that is related to a defect.  However, if you delete the defect, it will lose the 
relation to the test case, so you would not allow the deletion of the defect unless the test 
case was deleted first.  This is just an example, and it will depend on your business rules. 

 Auditing – Always test to ensure that all actions done are audited (if designed to do so). Run 
audit reports to see if that is the case. 

Performance Testing 
It is a good idea to have some performance test cases designed for each release to ensure that each 

release maintains adequate performance.  Create a spreadsheet for Performance Testing, similar to the 

one below.  It contains the following sections: 

 Before Release / After Release – Notice that you will record timings before the code is 
merged and after, that way you can determine if the release is faster or slower than before. 

 Preparation – To correctly achieve timings, you must clear your cache, reboot your 
machine, etc before doing the timings. 

 Area Testing – Test each critical area of your software, logged in with different accounts 
(accounts with small amounts of data, accounts with large amounts of data, etc). 
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Use this to record benchmarks before the code is merged.  Then run these benchmark tests against the 

merged code to determine if response time has degraded with the new release.  

Automated Testing 
Automated Testing has many benefits including: Quicker Releases – By having your regression test cases 

run automatically, your software quality team can concentrate on testing new features of your software 

and less time regressing existing features. Higher quality releases – Your software releases will have 

fewer bugs and require less customer support because they will be of higher quality. Happier Customers 

– Your customers will be happier and more willing to serve as testimonials for future prospects. 

TestComplete (http://www.TestComplete.com) is an award winning automated testing tool. It allows 

you to create automated test cases via record and playback, scripting or via a keyword driven approach. 

With the Software Planner bridge, you can create your automated test cases in TestComplete and 

organize, run, and/or schedule them to be run directly from Software Planner. You can also use 

Software Planner’s ability to create hosts – allowing you to run (or schedule) those automated test 

cases on different machines. Finally, Software Planner’s impressive dashboards and reports allow you to 

analyze both the automated and manual test effort from a single interface. 

To learn more about the Automated Testing integration, see the User’s Guide: 
http://www.SoftwarePlanner.com/UsersGuide_TC.pdf  

http://www.testcomplete.com/
http://www.softwareplanner.com/UsersGuide_TC.pdf
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Test Case Creation and Traceability 
When creating test cases, make sure you create solid steps so that the person running the test case will 

fully understand how to run the test case: 

 Always tie Test Cases to one or more Requirements to ensure traceability. 

 Always name the test case Title as the Requirement Number, plus the section of the 
Requirement, plus a description of the test case.  Here is an example: 
FOR-0026.001 Defects – Move items, confirm correct folder 

 Always include Login info to let the tester know what application to run this in: 
Log into [X] Application as John Smith 

 Make sure test case is assigned to the correct person 

 Make sure the Test Type is correct (Positive vs. Negative vs. Regression Test Cases, etc.). 

 Make sure the status is correct. 

 Make sure you have great STEPS, here is an example: 
1. Click Defects/Edit 
2. Update the Status from Active to Closed, press Submit 
3. Should update the status, write an audit and stamp the Closed Date as today 

 

Below is an example: 

 

Notice that each requirement links to one or more test cases and/or defects. 
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Test Case Review  
Once all test cases are defined for a Requirement, the tester should setup a meeting to review all the 

test cases for the Requirement with their team members (programmers, project manager, other testers, 

etc).  To maximize use of the meeting, bring a projector and display the test case listing screen.  If all 

team members review the test cases ahead of time (and make notes of missing test cases, test cases 

that were not clear, etc), this meeting can be done in about 30 minutes.  If everyone is not prepared, it 

can take hours. 

In the meeting, go to the Test Library listing screen and filter on the specific Requirement in which test 

cases are being reviewed.  Then go through each test case, to ensure that each test case is understood 

by the team members, that each test case is adequate, that there are no missing test cases for negative 

tests, etc.  

If any new test cases are need, or if any test cases should be changed, update them on the spot.  Once 

completed, mark the Requirement as Test Case Reviewed (custom field) in your Requirements area, this 

signifies that all test cases for the requirement has been fully reviewed and approved.   

User Acceptance Test Documentation  
Prior to launching into User Acceptance Testing (UAT), supply your client with a document.  This 

document describes Installation Procedures, Defect Entry and Resolution, Roles and Responsibilities, 

Drop Schedule, and describes any open Defects. 

TIP! This template is available at http://www.SoftwarePlanner.com/Template_UATRelease.doc  

 

http://www.pragmaticsw.com/Template_UATRelease.doc
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Defect Resolution Best Practices 

Defect Creation 
If running a test case and it fails, use the Automatic Defect generation feature to generate the defect.  

This quickens your defect creation process and automatically fills in information from the test case.  It 

also creates a linkage between the defect and the test case that failed. 

 

Defect Submission 
When submitting defects, you want to make it simple for the programmer to reproduce the error, and it 

is great to have screen shots or a movie of any errors or any other things that will be helpful to the 

programmer.   For screen shots and movies, we recommend a free screen capture tool called Jing.  You 

can download it at www.jingproject.com.  It allows you to quick take a screen shot, mark it up with 

arrows and text, and you can even create narrated movies that show exactly how the issue was 

encountered.  The free version of Jing allows up to 5 minutes of narrated videos to be created and you 

can upload it their website and can access it via a single click.  Here is an example of a movie: 

http://screencast.com/t/YWRiMDUyNzE 

Also, when submitting defects, enter a good set of “Steps to Reproduce”, here is an example: 

1. Log into SP as admin 
2. Click Test Cases/Automation Lab 
3. Press Execute Now for the Regression Test Set 
4. It gives an error 
5. See this movie: http://screencast.com/t/YWRiMDUyNzE   

http://www.jingproject.com/
http://screencast.com/t/YWRiMDUyNzE
http://screencast.com/t/YWRiMDUyNzE
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Defect Priority 
It is important to set defect priorities so that programmers will work the defects in priority order.  Below 

are the established priorities: 

 1-Fix ASAP 

 2-Fix Soon 

 3-Fix if Time 
 

Defect Severity 
It is important to set defect severities that are objective, not subjective: 

 1-Crash – This crashes the system with no work around. 

 2-Major Bug – This is a major bug with no work around. 

 3-Workaround – This is a major bug that does have a work around. 

 4-Trivial Bug – This is a trivial bug (spelling, cosmetics, etc.) 
 

Defect Resolution 
Upon resolving a defect, the programmer should choose a resolution code and enter descriptive 

information about what they did to fix the issue in the resolution field.    
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Escalation Rules 
Software Planner allows you to setup escalation rules.  For example, you may want to have an 

escalation triggered for any ACTIVE defect that has not been updated in a week.   When the escalation 

happens, you might want it to send out an email as well as update the priority to a higher level and/or 

even reassign the defect.  To set these rules, go to Setup / Screen Configuration / Escalation Rules / 

Defects. 

 

Navigate through the wizard to setup the rule. 

Learn More 
If you wish to learn more about our tools, request a free a trial, or receive a personalized demo of the 

product, contact SmartBear Software at +1 978-236-7900.  You can also learn more at 

http://www.SoftwarePlanner.com 

http://www.softwareplanner.com/

